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1 Plaintiff Gerald Morawski ("Plaintiff" or "Morawski") alleges as follows: 

2 NATURE OF THE ACTION 

3 1. Morawski is a veteran of the United States Army. During his service, 

4 he was stationed in Southeast Asia and worked with the indigenous people who 

5 lived in the area. After his service, he worked in the visual arts industry. Among 

6 other things, he was a visual effects designer and/or supervisor on major studio 

7 productions at MGM and Sony/Tristar. 

8 2. In 1991, Morawski met James Cameron ("Cameron"), who was 

9 interested in Morawski's Visionary Light Art images. During their discussions, 

10 Morawski mentioned that he was developing a motion picture project, and asked if 

11 he could pitch it to Cameron. Cameron agreed. Prior to the pitch meetings, 

12 Morawski entered into agreements with Cameron and Cameron's production 

13 company, Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc. ("Lightstorm"), which provided that 

14 Morawski would retain the exclusive rights to his ideas, and that if Defendants 

15 wished to use them, Defendants would have to negotiate for the right to do so. 

16 3. Pursuant to the agreements, Morawski pitched his motion picture 

17 project, titled Guardians of Eden, to Defendants in early December 1991. After 

18 Morawski completed his pitch, Defendants stated they were very interested in his 

19 project and wanted to enter into a deal with him. Ultimately, however, no deal was 

20 consummated, and Defendants never acquired the right to use Morawski's ideas. 

21 4. In December 2009, the motion picture Avatar was released. As 

22 described below, the essential elements of Avatar are nearly identical to those that 

23 Morawski pitched to Defendants in December 1991 for Guardians of Eden. 

24 Morawski brings this action to obtain redress for Defendants' unauthorized use of 

25 the original ideas contained in Guardians of Eden. 

26 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

27 5. This Court has diversity jurisdiction over the present action pursuant to 

28 28 U.S.C. §1332(a)(I). Morawski is a resident of the state of Wisconsin. On 
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1 information and belief, defendant Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc. is a California 

2 corporation with its principal place of business in Santa Monica, California. On 

3 information and belief, defendant James Cameron is a resident of Los Angeles 

4 County, California. The amount in controversy exceeds the sum or value of 

5 $75,000, exclusive of interests and costs. 

6 6. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(a), as 

7 Defendants do business in this District and a substantial part of the events or 

8 omissions giving rise to the claims asserted herein occurred within this District. 

9 THE PARTIES 

10 7. Plaintiff Gerald Morawski is an individual residing in the State of 

11 Wisconsin. 

12 8. Upon information and belief, defendant Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc. 

13 is a California corporation with its principal place of business in Santa Monica, 

14 California. 

15 9. Upon information and belief, defendant James Cameron is an 

16 individual residing in Los Angeles County, California and at all times was acting 

17 both on behalf of himself and as an agent of Lightstorm. 

18 10. Morawski is unaware of the true names and capacities of defendants 

19 named herein as DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, but is informed and believes, and 

20 thereon alleges, that each of the fictitiously named defendants engaged in, or is in 

21 some manner responsible for, the wrongful conduct alleged herein. Morawski sues 

22 these defendants by such fictitious names and will amend this complaint to state 

23 their true names and capacities when such names have been discovered. 

24 FACTS 

25 Morawski's Background 

26 11. Morawski was on active duty in the United States Army from 1965 

27 through 1968. He then served in the Army Reserves for three years and received an 

28 Honorable Discharge in 1971. During his active service, Morawski was stationed in 
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1 various locations in Southeast Asia and involved in preventive medicine operations. 

2 He had substantial contact with indigenous peoples who lived in densely forested 

3 tropical areas. As a result of his exposure to toxic materials during that time, 

4 Morawski experienced, and continues to experience, health-related issues. 

5 12. After his military service, Morawski worked in the field of visual arts, 

6 including but not limited to as a visual effects designer and/or supervisor for major 

7 studio productions at MGM and Sony/Tristar. Morawski also worked on a series of 

8 theme-park ride films in formats that included Showscan 70mm and twin 70mm 

9 Stereoscopic 3D. 

10 13. Morawski created a number of works of Visionary Light Art. 

11 Visionary Art is art that transcends the physical world and portrays spiritual or 

12 mystical themes. Light Art is art whose main media of expression is light. 

13 Morawski created Visionary Light Art images for use in connection with certain 

14 projects he envisioned that involved virtual reality environments and radically 

15 different usages of computer generated imagery. 

16 Morawski's Contacts With Defendants 

17 14. In April 1991, Morawski met with Lightstorm personnel and showed 

18 them some of his Visionary Light Art images. Cameron personally reviewed 

19 Morawski's artwork. At that time, Cameron was finishing Terminator 2. Morawski 

20 was informed that Cameron wished to meet with him after Terminator 2 was 

21 completed. 

22 15. On or about October 24,1991, Morawski met with Cameron at 

23 Lighstorm's offices. Morawski showed Cameron a portfolio of his Visionary Light 

24 Art images. Cameron's reaction to Morawski's artwork was very favorable. 

25 Cameron stated that he might want Morawski to work on a film project Cameron 

26 was developing called Burning Chrome. 

27 16. During that meeting, Morawski asked whether Cameron would be 

28 willing to consider a motion picture project Morawski was developing, as well as 
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1 other potential projects Morawski had conceived. Morawski stated that, if Cameron 

2 was interested in a further meeting to discuss these projects, Morawski would need 

3 additional funds to help pay for his expenses in California. Absent those funds, 

4 Morawski would need to return to Wisconsin. 

5 17. Cameron offered to pay Morawski $4,000 for the right to reproduce 

6 four of Morawski's images for Cameron's art gallery. On or about October 29, 

7 1991, Defendants paid Morawski $4,000 for such rights. (A copy of the Bill of Sale 

8 is attached hereto as Exhibit A.) 

9 18. Morawski subsequently arranged to meet with Cameron to pitch his 

10 motion picture project, titled Guardians of Eden. Prior to the meeting, Lightstorm 

11 insisted that Morawski sign a Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement 

12 ("NDA"). The parties negotiated the terms. On December 4, 1991, Morawski 

13 executed the NDA, which was witnessed by an employee of Lightstorm. The NDA 

14 contains among others the following terms: 

15 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Lightstorm shall not own, and you shall retain 

16 as your exclusive property, all original ideas and artwork created by you 

17 which are not derived from Lightstorm's Material, and should Lightstorm 

18 wish to acquire your property, the parties will negotiate therefore. 

19 (A copy of the NDA is attached hereto as Exhibit B.) 

20 19. Morawski pitched Guardians of Eden to Cameron on or about 

21 December 4 and December 9, 1991, at Lightstorm' s offices. 

22 Guardians of Eden 

23 20. The idea of Guardians of Eden, as pitched by Morawski to Cameron, 

24 was as follows: 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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A. An epic struggle takes place between evil mining interests, who 

would destroy the planet to satisfy their greed, and an indigenous 

tribe, that lives at one with, and protects its rain forest 

environment. 
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B. The hero, who emerges from Morawski's own background, is a 

military veteran named Ray, who is suffering from a debilitating 

illness as a result of exposure to toxic chemicals. He travels to 

the rain forest because he has heard it contains plants that have 

healing properties. He spends a night alone in the forest, where 

he sees many strange phenomena - unusual insects and animals, 

and plants that glow. 

C. Ray is found in the forest by a second protagonist - a daughter of 

a tribal leader. Ray is marked as a "chosen one" by "bio

luminescent" "tree seeds" that light up "around his head and on 

him." He is one of the few outsiders accepted into the tribe. The 

tribal daughter becomes his guide and eventually his wife. Ray 

becomes a tribal shaman and leader of the tribe. 

D. The tribe members who live in the forest are in harmony with 

nature. Certain of the tribe members are able to merge their 

consciousness with animals and become one with them, and 

control the animals' actions. Tribe members are also able to 

"dream travel". The individual falls into a trance or dreamlike 

state, and his or her consciousness travels to another location, 

while the physical·body remains in place. The individual can 

assume a physical form (a "second body" or "doppelganger") in 

the other location. Ray gains the ability to dream travel. 

E. A third protagonist is a female scientist named Eve, who 

specializes in the biochemistry and medicinal properties of 

plants. She has come to the tribal area to study the plant life 

there. She is capable, determined, and a strong advocate for both 

the environment and the tribe. Eve also gains the ability to 

dream travel. 
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F. One of the most unusual features of the story is that the final, 

main protagonist is the planet itself. The planet has a collective 

consciousness and spirituality, which manifests itself in the plant 

life, that forms "a vast 'neural' plant mind, aware of what is 

threatening it in other parts." The plants themselves are the 

"Guardians of Eden." The plants emit chemical vapors that are 

harmful to people with bad intentions towards the environment. 

These people must wear oxygen masks to survive. Ray and Eve 

do not need to wear oxygen masks. The plants possess valuable 

healing properties as well. 

G. The antagonists are evil mining interests, that want to exploit the 

tribal forest and gather a valuable mineral located in the area. 

The mining company is indifferent to the beneficial properties of 

the unusual plant life and callous toward the environment. The 

mining interests are personified by LK, a military veteran who 

leads an army of "murderous mercenaries" whose goal is to drive 

out the tribe and permit the mining company to harvest the 

minerals. The mercenaries must wear oxygen masks to survive 

in the area. 

H. LK leads his team of mercenaries in a massive attack on the 

tribe, carried out on foot and with helicopter gunships. With 

Eve's assistance, Ray leads the tribe's counterattack. The planet 

itself - including plants and animals plays an integral role in 

the battle. After LK's helicopter is forced to the ground, Ray and 

the tribal leader's daughter personally engage LK in battle. Ray 

ultimately kills LK. Although many of the tribe members are 

killed, Ray, the tribe and the planet defeat the mercenaries, who 

are forced to withdraw, leaving the tribe and the planet to live in 



1 harmony. 

2 Defendants Offer Morawski a Deal For Guardians o(Eden 

3 21. After Morawski completed his pitch for Guardians of Eden, Cameron 

4 stated that he liked the project very much and wanted to offer Morawski a deal. 

5 Cameron stated that Morawski should take a few days to think about how much 

6 money he would need to work on a first draft of the screenplay. 

7 22. As Cameron had requested, Morawski sent Cameron a letter on or 

8 about December 12, 1991, identifying Morawski's financial requirements to write a 

9 script for Guardians of Eden. (A copy of Morawski's December 12, 1991 letter is 

10 attached hereto as Exhibit C.) 

11 23. Shortly thereafter, Larry Kasanoff, Lightstorm's then-President, called 

12 Morawski and stated that the deal Cameron had offered would have to be delayed. 

13 Kasanoff explained that one of Lightstorm's primary financial backers, Carolco 

14 Pictures, was experiencing financial difficulties. Kasanoff stated that Lightstorm 

15 did not want to enter into a deal with Morawski because Lightstorm was concerned 

16 that Carolco might then claim to have rights in Morawski's screenplay. 

17 24. In early January 1992, Morawski contacted Lightstorm and asked 

18 whether Lightstorm could provide him with funds to cover his current living 

19 expenses, while he was working on the Guardians of Eden script and the Carolco 

20 situation remained unresolved. Lightstorm advised Morawski that Cameron would 

21 lend Morawski $5,000. Morawski subsequently went to Lightstorm's offices. 

22 Cameron told Morawski that it would be cleaner if Cameron (rather than 

23 Lightstorm) provided the funds. Morawski signed a promissory note, and Cameron 

24 gave him a check for $5,000. (Copies of the promissory note and the check are 

25 attached hereto as Exhibit D.) Cameron also stated he was willing to consider any 

26 other projects Morawski might want to submit. 

27 25. Several days later, Morawski sent Cameron a letter dated January 12, 

28 1992, discussing the Guardians of Eden screenplay and certain book projects he had 
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1 conceived. (A copy of Morawski's January 12, 1991 letter to Cameron is attached 

2 hereto as Exhibit E.) 

3 26. Ultimately, no agreement was ever reached between Morawski and 

4 Defendants that permitted Defendants or any of them to use any of the ideas in 

5 Guardians of Eden. 

6 Avatar 

7 27. On information and belief, the motion picture Avatar was initially 

8 released in theaters in the United States on or about December 18, 2009. 

9 28. On information and belief, Lightstorm was one of the producers of 

10 Avatar. On information and belief, Cameron is credited as the author of the 

11 screenplay for Avatar. 

12 29. The basic elements in Avatar are the same ideas Morawski conveyed 

13 to Defendants in December 1991 in his pitch for Guardians of Eden. Those ideas 

14 include, but are not limited to, the following: 

15 A. An epic struggle takes place between evil mining interests, who 

16 would destroy the planet to satisfy their greed, and an indigenous 

17 tribe, that lives at one with, and protects, its rain forest 

18 environment. 
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B. 

C. 

The hero is a military veteran (named Jake in Avatar) who is 

suffering from a physical disability as a result of his military 

service. He spends a night alone in the rain forest, where he sees 

many strange phenomena - unusual animals and plants that 

glow. 

The veteran is found in the forest by a second protagonist - a 

daughter of a tribal leader. The veteran is marked as a "chosen 

one" by "bio-Iuminescent" "tree seeds" that light up "around his 

head and on him." He is one of the few outsiders accepted into 

the tribe. The tribal daughter (named Neytiri in Avatar) becomes 
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his guide and eventually his mate. The veteran becomes a tribal 

shaman and leader of the tribe. The veteran has the ability to 

transport his consciousness in a second physical form, while his 

human body is in a dreamlike state. The tribe members in 

Avatar call the individuals who do this "dream walkers". 

D. The tribe members live in harmony with nature. Certain of the 

tribe members are able to merge their consciousness with 

animals and become one with them, and control the animals' 

actions. 

E. A third protagonist is a female scientist (named Grace in Avatar) 

who specializes in the biochemistry and medicinal properties of 

plants. She has come to the tribal area to study the plant life 

there. She is capable, determined, and a strong advocate for both 

the environment and the tribe. She also has the ability to 

transport his consciousness in a second physical form. 

F. Another primary protagonist is the planet itself. The planet has 

a collective consciousness and spirituality, which manifests itself 

in the plant life, with a vast neural plant mind. The plants 

possess valuable healing properties as well. 

G. The antagonists are evil mining interests, that want to exploit the 

tribal forest and gather a valuable mineral located in the area. 

The mining company is indifferent to the beneficial properties of 

the unusual plant life and callous toward the environment. The 

mining interests are personified by a military veteran who leads 

an army of murderous mercenaries whose goal is to drive out the 

tribe and permit the mining company to harvest the minerals. 

The mercenaries must wear oxygen masks to survive. 

H. The head mercenary (named Quaritch in Avatar) leads his team 
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of mercenaries in a massive attack on the tribe, carried out on 

foot and with helicopter gunships. The veteran and female 

scientist lead the tribe's counterattack. The planet itself

including plants and animals - plays an integral role in the battle. 

After the mercenaries' leader is forced out of his aircraft onto the 

ground, the veteran and the tribal leader's daughter personally 

engage the mercenaries' commander in battle. The mercenaries' 

commander is ultimately killed. Although many of the tribe 

members are killed, the veteran, the tribe and the planet defeat 

the mercenaries, who are forced to withdraw, leaving the tribe 

and the planet to live in harmony. 

12 30. Defendants never obtained Morawski's permission to use his ideas 

13 from Guardians of Eden in Avatar or for any other purpose. Defendants have not 

14 compensated Morawski for their use of his ideas from Guardians of Eden. 

15 CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

16 First Claim for Relief 

17 (Breach of Express Contract; Against Lightstorm and DOES 1-10) 

18 31. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

19 contained in paragraphs 1 through 30 as though set forth in full herein. 

20 32. Morawski and Lightstorm are parties to a Confidentiality and Non-

21 Disclosure Agreement ("NDA") dated December 4, 1991. 

22 33. Morawski has performed all, or substantially all, of the significant 

23 things the NDA required him to do. 

24 34. All conditions required by the NDA for Lightstorm's performance have 

25 occurred. 

26 35. Lightstorm has failed to perform its obligations under the NDA by, 

27 among other things, using in Avatar numerous original ideas from Guardians of 

28 Eden without Morawski's permission and without compensating him for such use. 
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1 36. Morawski has been harmed, and Lightstorm has been unjustly enriched, 

2 by its breach of the NDA in an amount substantially in excess of the jurisdictional 

3 minimum of this Court. 

4 Second Claim for Relief 

5 (Breach of Implied in Fact Contract; Against Lightstorm and DOES 1-10) 

6 37. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

7 contained in paragraphs 1 through 36 as though set forth in full herein. 

8 38. In the event it is determined the NDA did not constitute a valid and 

9 binding contract between Morawski and Lightstorm, Morawski alleges in the 

10 alternative that there was an implied in fact contract (the "Agreement") between 

11 Morawski and Lightstorm that Morawski would only disclose Guardians of Eden to 

12 Lightstorm, if Lightstorm agreed that it would not use any of the ideas contained in 

13 Guardians of Eden without Morawski's consent and without compensating 

14 Morawski for such use. Lightstorm knew or should have known of the aforesaid 

15 conditions. 

16 39. Morawski has performed all, or substantially all, of the significant 

17 things the Agreement required him to do. 

18 40. Lightstorm voluntarily listened to Morawski's pitch of Guardians of 

19 Eden. 

20 41. All conditions required by the Agreement for Lightstorm's 

21 performance have occurred. 

22 42. Lightstorm has failed to perform its obligations under the Agreement 

23 by, among other things, using in Avatar numerous ideas from Guardians of Eden 

24 without Morawski's permission and without compensating Morawski for such use. 

25 43. The ideas from Guardians of Eden that are in Avatar have substantial 

26 value. 

27 44. Morawski has been harmed, and Lightstorm has been unjustly enriched, 

28 by its breach of the Agreement in an amount substantially in excess of the 
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1 jurisdictional minimum of this Court. 

2 Third Claim for Relief 

3 (Breach of Implied in Fact Contract; Against Cameron and DOES 1-10) 

4 45. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

5 contained in paragraphs 1 through 44 as though set forth in full herein. 

6 46. Morawski and Cameron entered into an implied in fact contract (the 

7 "Cameron Agreement") which provided, among other things, that Morawski would 

8 only disclose Guardians of Eden to Cameron, if Cameron agreed that he would not 

9 use any of the ideas contained in Guardians of Eden without Morawski's consent 

10 and without compensating Morawski for such use. Cameron knew or should have 

11 known of the aforesaid conditions. 

12 47. Morawski has performed all, or substantially all, of the significant 

13 things the Cameron Agreement required him to do. 

14 48. Cameron voluntarily listened to Morawski's pitch of Guardians of 

15 Eden. 

16 49. All conditions required by the Cameron Agreement for Cameron's 

1 7 performance have occurred. 

18 50. Cameron has failed to perform his obligations under the Cameron 

19 Agreement by, among other things, using in Avatar numerous ideas from Guardians 

20 of Edim without Morawski's permission and without compensating Morawski for 

21 such use. 

22 51. The ideas from Guardians of Eden that are in Avatar have substantial 

23 value. 

24 52. Morawski has been harmed, and Cameron has been unjustly enriched, 

25 by his breach of the Cameron Agreement in an amount substantially in excess of the 

26 jurisdictional minimum of this Court. 

27 

28 
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1 

2 

Fourth Claim for Relief 

(Fraud; Against Lightstorm and DOES 1-10) 

3 53. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

4 contained in paragraphs 1 through 52 as though set forth in full herein. 

5 54. Lightstorm induced Morawski to enter into the NDA and disclose 

6 Guardians of Eden to Lightstorm by promising that it would not use Morawski's 

7 original ideas without negotiating with Morawski and obtaining his permission for 

8 such use. 

9 55. Lightstorm's promise was important to Morawski's agreement to enter 

10 into the NDA and his disclosure of Guardians of Eden to Cameron. 

11 56. Lightstorm did not intend to perform its promises when it made them. 

12 57. Lightstorm intended that Morwaski would rely on Lightstorm's 

13 promIses. 

14 58. 

15 59. 

Morawski reasonably relied on Lightstorm's promises. 

Lightstorm did not perform its promises. 

16 60. Morawski has been harmed as a result of Lighstorm's acts. 

17 6l. Morawski's reliance on Lightstorm's promises was a substantial factor 

18 in causing his harm. 

19 

20 

Fifth Claim for Relief 

(Fraud; Against Cameron and DOES 1-10) 

21 62. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

22 contained in paragraphs 1 through 61 as though set forth in full herein. 

23 63. Cameron induced Morawski to enter into the NDA and disclose 

24 Guardians of Eden to Lightstorm by promising that he would not use any of the 

25 ideas contained in Guardians of Eden without Morawski's consent and without 

26 compensating Morawski for such use. 

27 64. Cameron's promise was important to Morawski's agreement to disclose 

28 Guardians of Eden to Cameron. 
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1 65. Cameron did not intend to perform his promises when he made them. 

2 66. Cameron intended that Morwaski would rely on Cameron's promises. 

3 67. Morawski reasonably relied on Cameron's promises. 

4 68. Cameron did not perform his promises. 

5 69. Morawski has been harmed as a result of Cameron's acts. 

6 70. Morawski's reliance on Cameron's promises was a substantial factor in 

7 causing his harm. 

8 Sixth Claim for Relief 

9 (Negligent Misrepresentation; Against Lightstorm and DOES 1-10) 

10 71. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

11 contained in paragraphs 1 through 70 as though set forth in full herein. 

12 72. Lightstorm owed a duty of care to Morawski. 

13 73. Lightstorm misrepresented a material fact by promising it would not 

14 use Morawski's original ideas without negotiating with Morawski and obtaining his 

15 permission for such use. 

16 74. Lightstorm lacked reasonable ground for beliefin the truth of its 

17 representation at the time it was made. 

18 75. Lightstorm intended to induce Morawski's reliance on Lightstorm' s 

19 representation. 

20 76. Morawski reasonably relied on Lightstorm's representation. 

21 77. Morawski has been harmed as a result of Lighstorm's representations. 

22 78. Morawski's reliance on Lightstorm's representation was a substantial 

23 factor in causing his harm. 

24 Seventh Claim for Relief 

25 (Negligent Misrepresentation; Against Cameron and DOES 1-10) 

26 79. Morawski repeats and incorporates by reference the allegations 

27 contained in paragraphs 1 through 78 as though set forth in full herein. 

28 80. Cameron owed a duty of care to Morawski. 
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1 81. Cameron misrepresented a material fact by promising he would not use 

2 any of the ideas contained in Guardians of Eden without Morawski's consent and 

3 without compensating Morawski for such use. 

4 82. Cameron lacked reasonable ground for belief in the truth of his 

5 representation. at the time it was made. 

6 83. Cameron intended to induce Morawski's reliance on Cameron's 

7 representation. 

8 84. Morawski reasonably relied on Cameron's representation. 

9 85. Morawski has been harmed as a result of Cameron's representations. 

10 86. Morawski's reliance on Cameron's representation was a substantial 

11 factor in causing his harm. 

12 WHEREFORE, Morawski prays for judgment against Defendants, as follows: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1. 

trial. 

2. 

3. 

claims. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

For an actual and compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at 

For Defendants' unjust enrichment in an amount to be proven at trial. 

F or exemplary and punitive damages with respect to Morawski's fraud 

For prejudgment interest. 

F or Morawski's costs of suit incurred herein. 

For Morawski's attorneys' fees; and 

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

23 DATED: December 13,2011 

24 

BROWNE GEORGE ROSS LLP 
Peter W. Ross 

By PZlO: 25 

26 

27 

28 
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Peter W. Ross 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
GERALD MORAWSKI 
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